Jews picket Soviets
By LEE DICKASON
"We only wish to embarrass the Rue81111111,- said a group of demonstrators outside the Ue Anza College gym, where the
Soviet National Water. Polo Team was
playing San lose State University
yesterday.
The picketers represented a part of the
Bay Area Council on Soviet Jewry,
especially the San lose chapter and Hanel.
the ;ASV Jewish organization.
The group appeared to be peaceful,
passed out leaf lets and spoke to passersby about the plight ot Jews in the Soviet
Union.
"We would never do anything
unlawful," stated Leon Greenberg, a
Santa Clara businessman and president
of the San lose chapter of the Soviet lewry
Council.
Greenberg explained the aims of the
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tha log Vt mitt Nal II tie escaped Russian
authority 22 years ago when became to
this country.
Because ol this background. Greenberg
was able to converse with the Russians
briefly in their own language as they
passed the picket line, telling them the
reason Jur the protest.
the gold medal winning Soviet
National Team was hidden away before
the meet "for security reasons." according
to a game official. They were not available
fur comment on the protest.
However, an official of the U.S. Water
Polo Committee. Andy Burke, stated the
Russians "just ignore it."
Greenberg believes otherwise. "I think
they will see this and go home and tell
their government." he stressed. "Above
all." he stressed. "the Russians hate lobe
embarrassed, and this is all we are trying
to do today."

Friday, February 16, 1973
Russ guests

Soviet assistaiii water polo coach Mikhail Ryshak (r) expresses his nation’s greeting
to SIM( President lohn H. Bunzel yesterday. Later, the Spartan polo squad met the
Soviets. I(See Sports for details.’

Student participation in govt.
proposed by student leaders
By PETER HOWARD
The trend is continuing or students to
gain wider influence in the governing of
higher education in California, but the
California State University and Colleges
Student President Association
ICSUCSPA) doesn’t think enough gains
have been made.
Recently the state legislature for the
first time legally recognized a student lobbyist - hired by the CSUCSPA and
representing the students of the 19
California State Universities and
Colleges.
A.S. Pres. Dennis King said students
will now be able to legally go over the
heads of the Board of Trustees in
appealing directly to the legislature. He
is concerned, however, that this will increase the annoyance he believes the
Trustees feel with students. According to
King. the lobbyist. Joe Hay, is just continuing a practice that has been going on
for several years without official approval.
More inroads must be made, however,
in the opinion of the CSUCSPA. Their
legislative program for 1973-74 states
that they want the state education code
changed to include provisions for a
student member on both the Board of
Trustees and the Coordinating Council for
Higher Education with full voting rights.
Whether the legislature will approve
these changes cannot be answered with
certainty at this time. lames E. Noah,
director of public relations at San Jose
State University, however, does not think
they will.
"It probably has support in the Assembly," he noted, "but the Senate is more
conservative."

King is also pessimistic about the
chances for legislative adoption, so he is
going to propose a compromise later this
year.
He wants the Board of Trustees to form
a student affairs committee that would
seriously look into student problems in
relation to the universities and colleges in
much the same way that the faculty affairs committee deals with the faculties.
King said he feels this proposal is actually more vital than that of getting a
student on the board, even if it is a compromise, in that one student on the board
couldn’t have much influence anyway,
but that a committee that "took students
seriously" would have great impact.
But he doesn’t think even this compromise will have much chance tor adoption.
"rhey the Board of Trustees) don’t
understand student needs, student
government, or student budgets," he complained.
Furthermore. King observed, only a few
of the Board members attended the state
college system. He feels they therefore
don’t fully appreciate students’ problems
at the 19 campuses.
So at this time students will have to
depend on the lobbyist and whatever
legislators there are who are interested in
student causes.
In King’s opinion the lobbyist, be Hay,
is doing a good job. Among the things he
has accomplished so far, according to
King, are to "push through his own
legality." stop an appointment to the
Board of Trustees that the CSUCSPA
thought was anti -student, obtain an
investigation of university counseling
servIco,. and push through EOP "when it

didn’t look like it was going to go
through."
There are a number of legislators whom
King termed "pro-at udent." ’rw o bills now
before the Assembly which are favored by
King and the CSUCSPA are: .
Alt 23 by Assemblyman Noddy, R Fresno, would establish a California State
work-study program at a cost of $1.2
million. According to King, similar
programs have been conducted without
legislative approval at several campuses
already. The bill is being jointly sponsored by the CSUCSPA and the
University of California Student Lobby.
AB 203, part of the CSUCSPA
legislative program, would "authorize the
trustees to pay the actual and necessary
traveling expenses to full-time students
attending specified meetings related to
education." This bill is being carried by
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos. DCampbell,
The CSUCSPA is meeting at San Francisco State University this Saturday and
Sunday and these bills, as well as others
concerning students, will be discussed,
r-

Daily to stop
for two days
The Daily will not publish issues
next Monday or Tuesday because of
the Washington’s birthday holiday on
Monday. The Daily will resume
publication Wednesday.
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Money still needed
by foreign students
By STEPHEN MEYER
Seven foreign students are $255 closer
to picking up their registration packets,
held back because they had not paid the
1971-72 tuition increase that had been
deferred by a court injunction until
December.
Dr. Philip Persky, foreign student adviser. stated yesterday 25 students had
applied for the A.S. Emergency Tuition
Fund for Foreign Students through his office. Seven of the 25. however, qualified
for the first category of priority which
limits funds to students who only owe
tuition for the 1971-72 academic year.
He said when he divided seven, the
number qualifying under the first
category, into $2,089, the amount of the

funds being dispensed through his office,
the result was slightly over the $255
maximum for scholarships. Therefore,
each of the seven received the maximum.
Money is still being collected by the
Financial Aids Office for the emergency
tuition fund. Dr. Persky related that more
scholarships will be awarded if a
substantial amount of money is collected
through today.
A clerk, responsible for the accounting
of the tuition funds, stated that as of
yesterday morning. $2,089 had been
collected through the Financial Aids Office. Of this amount, approximately $400
was cash donations collected from
students leaving packet turn in and the

paying of lees in the S.U. Loma Prieto
Ballroom, she figured.
In addition to the $2,089 collected
through the Financial Aids Office. $2.600
has been credited to the tuition fund. The
funds, however, were not distributed
through the Foreign Students Office. The
donors selected students who would
receive the loans and grants from information supplied by his office, Dr.
Persky stated.
Of the $2,800. Dr. Persky said that
$1,000 was donated by the First
Methodist Church in long term loans and
another $1,000 was in loans co-signed by
the Grace Baptist Church. The remaining
$600 was given in cash for grants and
loans.

Ethnic readings exhibited
The "all White world" id
children’s books must have
had a devastating effect on the
learning of minority children.
Mrs. Margaret Nichols maintained live years ago.
The Menlo Park reference
librarian and former teacher
was concerned over the
scarcity of reading materials
relevant to the lives of
minority youth.
Believing minority students

hod little in White suburbia
with which they can identify,
Mrs. Nichols in 1969 began
collecting what now numbers
3.000 educational materials of
Black. native American.
and
Asian -American,
Spanish-speaking cultures.
After four years of East and
West Coast tours, the 3,000piece exhibit is in the old
Hoover junior High School.
1671 Park Ave.
Called -Multicultural

Resources," the collection is to
develop intergroup understanding of many cultures, according to Mrs. Nichols.
More specifically, it is a
resource for teachers and
librarians to see the materials
available and to select those
which best suit their needs.
The organization prints a
bibliography which is offered
for sale. It also holds
workshops and group tours

regularly.
The non-profit organization
is sponsored by the San Jose
School District, cooperating
with the San Jose Public
Library. Santa Clara County
Department of Education, and
San lose State University.
Librarianship
The
Department at SjSU nas
several students working at
the "Multicultural Resources"
facility in independent study
programs.

San Jose housewife leads fight
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protesting directly against the Soviet
team. We are just demonstrating against
he Russian government and its laws," he
said.
"We have concern for the Soviet lows,’
Greenberg said. "Many years ago when
the Soviet Union joined the United
Nations, they said they would let
everyone emigrate freely. Today they
have gone back on their word and now
charge a ’tax fur education’ for all lows
who wish to leave Russia."
He further explained that taxes from
$8.000 to $22.000 are being levied on Jews
who decide to emigrate. In addition, many
lews are put in jail or lose their jobs when
they apply for a visa.
Leon Greenberg himself is a
former Russian patriot, who served in
both the Polish and Russian armies
demonstrators

Multi -million dollar project considered by city
Quimby Road, and Cunningham Avenue.
The proposed park would include a 100acre lake, a lagoon, picnic areas. tot -lots. a
boathouse, and possibly the adjacent
Pleasant Hills Golf and Country Club.
The price tag of the project, including
the above facilities and the land purchase
was estimated at $7 million in a recently
completed "feasibility study" by the
George S. Nolte and Associates.
The San lose City Council authorized
$15,000 for the feasibility study in

Included in Mrs. Million’s "all types of
possible funding from the Santa Clara
County Flood Control and Water District. appropriations" is a possible $3 million
said Malcolm Burns, division engineer for from the Santa Clara County Charter C
park monies.
the district.
Charter C. which passed in last June’s
On one hand, it stated that funding
might be available from the district primary. earmarks 10 cents of every $100
because the lake would absorb stream of assessed property value for county
overflow, thus providing flood control. parks.
Burns said.
A considerable stumbling block is
Four creeks now drain into the lacing Mrs. Million concerning the funlotSilver Creek, Flint Creek, Ruby ding from the county.
Because the feasibility study wasn’t
Greek and Norwood Creek.
Conversely, Burns said, the report concluded when the county formed its 10stated that water flowing into the lake year park plan, Cunningham Park wasn’t
during times of heavy rainfall, would included in the plan, said Lee Wilcox,
have to be restricted because of possible principle planner for Santa Clara County.
water pollution since the stream would
Wilcox said the decision to include the
carry much debris.
project in the 10-year plan would have to
If the stream channels were reduced, be made by the Board of Superviosrs.
Another possible snag is the extension
the lake’s function as a flood control plane
1.4adbe
would be curtailed which would eliminate of Tully Road which presently dead ends
‘O.
he
said.
funding,
at
the lot’s Capitol Expressway border.
flood
control
district
Ops
.f
If extended, Tully Road would cut
"Also the proposed lake would be only
ten to fifteen feet deep compared to the through the middlc of the park, said Pete
normal fifty to two hundred feet of our Eiguren, traffic engineer for San lose
other reserves," Burns added.
Public Works.
He said another study was in progress
"If the park is built, a possible swing
which would determine whether the lake around it or some kind of indirect route
would provide any flood control features. will probably be used." said Eiguren.
Mrs. Million, who has been pushing the
"Regardless of the conclusion of this
study, we have no money available for the protect for nearly two years now. has
project presently. We’re working on a gained many important backers.
bond issue which would provide some adRecently she received a letter from Rep.
ditional funds for the future," Burns said. Pete McCloskey, R-17th Congressional,
On Jan. 8, Mrs. Million, along with which he sent to the San Jose CityCouncil
another large grouji from the Evergreen in support of the Cunningham Project.
"I feel that it (Cunningham Park) can
area, attended the San Jose City Council
meeting in search of a $2 million revenue serve as an excellent lest case in the
sharing grant from the five-year, $22.4 present controversy between the White
million package given to San Jose.
House and Congress over the President’s
Although the council did "approve and cut back in housing. sewer and open space
adopt" the park plan, it did not authorize funds," said McCloskey.
any revenue sharing funds for it. So far,
"I will try for matching federal open
only $420,000 has been released, that space funds," he said.
n,,Suarne
Closer to home. Dr. Donald F.
being for increased police protection.
Since the council has approved the pro- lose State University professor
ject, Mrs. Million believes it should studies and recreation, has studied the
provide some funding.
project and claimed it has "considerable
:(3
Acting San joseCity Manager, Franklin merit.
"Santa Clara County is lacking in a
Knotler, a prime figure in the city funding
picture, has already recommended that large-scale, all-purpose, centrally located
the council not allocate the money and park, like the one thousand acre Golden
instead he contended a general obligation Gate Park in San Francisco." said Dr.
bond issue should be used to raise money. Sinn.
"There is also a great demand for waterA bond issue might cost twice as much
as the estimated $7 million, said Mrs. oriented recreation. Where can you go for
Million. because of the interest, selling, water recreation around here?" he added.
.
and other additional costs.
Next Thursday, the council will hear
"
"What we need now is for the council to additional requests for revenue sharing
:1181161-41116"110111114Atitial ti
A
,t lessAi..get the ball rolling. If they don’t approve funds, then make its decision on the direcFlooded by I
y and February rains. this 380-acre field is the site coveted by
the funding, we stand to lose all types of tion of the funds.
Mrs. Velma Million for her East Valley park. The park will provide both recreational
appropriations," she said.
and Hood control features
;$.....:...x.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.,.,....,.:.......:.:................;.:.:.....................:.:.;.:.:....:....:.:.:.:...:............................:...x.........:.:...x.,.......;.......,.......................................,.....,......,..::,::::::::,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::*:(:::!:!:!:!:::!:!:!::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:!:::::::!:!&:::::::::!:::::::!:!:::,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,?:

By MARK BUSSMANN
While San lose is besieged by freeways.
expressways, and housing tracts, one
woman is leading a fight for a park.
K: Velma Million, head and founder of the
East Valley Regional Park Committee, is
leading a project which would create a
380-acre park complex near Eastridge.
Coined the "Cunningham Project" by
San lose City Councilman Joe Gotta, the
park would be located on a lot bordered by
the Capital Expressway. White Road.
:.:

Proposed site for park

January. 1972 after more than 600 East
Valley residents appreared at the Monday
council meeting in support of the project.
’the object of the feasibility study was
to determine the park and recreational
potential for the lake site, its flood control
aspects, and the cost and financing of the
project.
Last July, part one of the study was
completed. It found. "The lake can be built
easily and with conventinal equipment
and methods," and "The lake bottom re-

quires minimum sealing due to the soil’s
low permeability."
It further concluded an estimated
200,000 San lose residents would use the
facility.
Part two of the study, completed in midDecember, 1972, considered reducing the
number of facilities and size of the park to
decrease the cost, but concluded the $7
million plan was the best.
The study also contained what might be
considered a contradiction concerning
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Editorial

Press is free man’s watchdog
People buy watchdogs to
protect their lives and property.
If a burglar breaks into a home
protected by a watchdog, the
dog barks and warns the ow ners
of the home that they are being
threatened.
In a very real sense the press
is a watchdog, and it has been
given the task of protecting a
very valuable commodity: the
freedom of this nation’s people.
A man is free only if he has
some control over his own life. A
man can be free, then, only if he
has some control over his
government, because the actions of government have a very
definite effect on a man’s life.
The only way a man can control his government is by being
privy to information about his
government.
The job of the press, a free
man’s watchdog, is to provide
that information. It is the job of
the press to dig out any and all
information about the
government, and make sure the
people being governed know
what their government is doing.
Governments in general, and
this one in particular, tend to
preferoperating under a cloak of
secrecy. Those who govern seem
to prefer burying mistakes
rather than explaining them.
Sometimes government is so
successful at burying mistakes
that the only way to find out
what’s going on is to get the information from people inside
the organization. Much of the
time these people would prefer
to remain anonymous, and
understandably so.

But, on June 29, 1972, the U.S.
Supreme Court handed down its
landmark Caldwell decision,
denying that the First
Amendment provides newsmen
the privilege of having confidential sources.
Since then, a number of
newmen have been thrown in
jail lor refusing to reveal their
sources. Their claim has been
that the First Amendment does
give them the privilege of confidential sources.
Untort unately, if the Supreme
the First
says
Court
Amendment doesn’t give this
privilege, then it doesn’t.
It is essential, though, that
hive the right to
nett

protect their sources. If not, then
they will have to become
on official
dependent
government sources.
This, by an definition, is controlled access to the news, and
the end of a free press in this
country. And, with the end of a
free press comes the end of that
flow of information so vital to
the freedom of the people.
Since the Supreme Court has
denied the constitutional rights
of newsmen to privilege, then
they must look to the
legislature. No time should be
lost in enacting a shield law
which would give reporters the
absolute right to protect their
sources of information.

In the past, it has been
generally conceded that it is a
newsman’s privilege to protect
his sources by refusing to reveal
who they are.
,-
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Guest Room

Minors must respect desires
Merritt Clifton
"Let’s think of minors ...as real
people with real desires and
natural tendencies," editorialized
last Thursday’s Spartan Daily,
opposing Gov. Reagan’s veto of a
bill that would have provided
contraceptives to minors without
parental consent, in effect supporting and sanctioning "free
love" among minors.
Very well, Spartan Daily, let us
do precisely that. Minors, like
everyone else in this world, have
fully real desires to eat, to wear
decent clothes, and to live in comfortable surroundings. Minors
also share our perfectly natural
tendency to be lazy; and because
they are minors, not yet responsible for providing their own
food, clothing, shelter, and
leisure time, they usually may indulge both desires and natural
tendencies to the fullest, without
paying close to the price in hours
and effort most of the rest of us
do. Is this fair or reasonable?
Remembering vividly the
horrors of child labor, aware that
the minor, though possibly as
physically able as anyone, is not
after all quite an adult, not quite
ready for the working world, we
generally hold that it isjust as
we have, until this decade,
generally held that the minor is
also not yet quite ready for fullblown sexual relations
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However, in both cases ample
evidence can be produced
proving otherwise. Sure, many
minors are sexually active. More
minors than we ever notice are
earning their own livings,
toomy younger brother was not
only fully self-sufficient, but
could buy his own Cadillac at 17,
after having worked regularly at
one thing and another since 11; I
myself began housepainting at
12; and among the migrant poor,
children often must make their
keep at only five or six.
If the mere fact of sexual activity among minors is sufficient
justification for legal and social
sanction of same, then isn’t the
mere fact of self-supporting
minors sufficient justification for

withdrawing our oft -ignoredanyway age bars to employment;
perhaps even for eliminating the
concept of legal minors
altogether?
As the Daily said, let’s think of
minors as real people with real
desires and natural tendencies.
But let us remember also why we
designate them minors in the first
place, resuming our necessary
protective duties while educating
them for adulthood.
Including teaching our sons
and daughters to shake their
heads more often, thereby having
to resort to artificial dodges-ofconsequence less often, and just
incidentally gaining a little more
respect for the human reproductive process into the bargain.
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Letters to the Editor

First impressions of San Jose
Editor:
My first night was a positive
nightmare. Friends drove me
from the airport and dropped me
at a motel on First Street. My first
glance at the city had confirmed
all my worst fears. It was old,
ugly and tumbledown.
On the pavement outside my
motel room slumped some
and
shabby trampsgrizzled
unkempt. I stared across the city,
looking beyond the slouched
shoulders below, the sharp spires
above,to all that I had ever
hated about America. The
shining neon lights, the miles of
highway trimmed with
billboards and drive-in eating
dens, the empty calls to discount
stores or used car deals, the scrap
yards, the motels, the much
advertised funeral parlours. the
continual beat of a worn-out jig
deafening the ear and numbing
senses already dead, the "ring a
ding ditty" of a hollow land.
At the end of the highway
sprawled San Joselast stop in a
scarred landscape. A backyard
littler comprised of tumbledown
homes and tumbledown people.
Here rest the inhabitants of a
half-way land in their half-way
houseshalf-way between the
sweet nest of acceptance and
bitter pill of social rejection. A
sort of trail ground for the once
insane and heavy bottle drinker.
Plonk in the middle of this I
landed. Was it a wonder I felt like
running during those first few
lonely hours as I sat in a clammy
hotel room feeling homesick,
terrified and sick with apprehension as to what the dawn
would bring. How far away was
South Africa and the sun.
Someone had given me the
number of a friend living in San
Jose. After much inner debate I
dialed the number and soon
squeaked my call for help into the
phone. So I met with the
American college student’s
ardent desire to make a foreigner
welcome and at home. Rescued
from my lonely pit, I gobbled
pizza and sampled root beer,

tedious and overwhelming to my
exhausted body and senses. I
hung in limbo, unable to assimilate all the new experiences,
people or sights which hourly
jabbed their way into me.
My vision is gradually clearing
and my mind is remembering its
function. Looking about and
evaluating the college, new
friends, new quarters and way of
life, I am struck particularly by
the free intermingling of race and
culture. Raised in ’white’ South
Africa, it is an enlightening and
refreshing change.
I am beginning toenjoy being in
San Jose and to count myself
lucky to be afforded the opportunity of spending a year tasting the American way of life.
Jessica Reichman

Victim of registration packet
Editor:
I am plagued with a case of
having no identity. On one of the
registration cards I recently
turned in, the university asked
me a certain question, which was
none of their business to begin
with, but nonetheless, I was
obliged to answer truthfully. The
question has to do with race, and
required the potential student to
check the appropriate box that
coincided with their broad classifications: Black, Brown, Asian,
Anglo, or Other.
My probelm was, specifically,
finding an appropriate box to
check. Don’t get me wrong, I am
an all-American boy, if there is
such a thing, born and raised in
this country. However, I am not
Black, Brown, Asian, and
certainly not Anglo (a category
which I associate only with those
people from the British Isles or
Northwestern Europe).
My family heritage traces to
Southern and Southeastern
Europe. I have always considered
myself as classifiable as any
other American, but I am forced
into an unidentified bracket. If

being placed in such a classification is compensation for the
same thing being done to other
racial groups in the past, then it is
the least I can do. But, since the
Anglos are included, why not me?
Better ’yet, why does the
university need to classify
students in the first place? I have
no desire to be classified racially,
but as lone as the university is
categorizing everyone, please include me as a victim.
Michael Eurgubian

Come
On!
%wce N, our
opinion in
the Daily

Liason officer was not misquoted
"I expected this kind of an
article from a racist white
reporter, not from you," said Paul
Goedig, a liason officer for the
Minority Pre-Medical and Health
Science Organization.
Goedig was referring to the
Feb. 14, article "Pre-med self
help" written by me.

Preventing thefts on SJSU campus
Steve Terry
He added, however, that these
are areas where consistantly
large numbers of bikes are
racked. The old saw about
strength in numbers applies here.
Your bike is still better off in the
racks than tied to a tree or fixture,
isolated and obvious.
Jones also reported that thefts
were down last Dec. 10 from the
December before last (13). He attributes this to security’s efforts
and the weather.
Don’t think reporting a theft
doesn’t help. It does. It’s the only
measure of how successful
preventative efforts are and establishes patterns of theft. The
Campus Security Office (Bldg. G)
is located on Fifth Street near San
Carlos Avenue. They’ll give you a
card to fill out. It takes only a
minute.
Another device for foiling a ripoff artist is to use the specially
designed bike racks located on
campus. Their track record is
flawless (so far) and all you need
is a padlock (if you can finds rack
empty.)

happy in the knowledge that the
next night would be spent settling into a college dorm.
Being the only South African
on the campus, I immediately
became an object of much interest
and the first few days were spent
in being treated like a toy in a box.
No sooner could I open my mouth
than I would be bombarded with
questions, regarded not as a
person but a novelty, a new
puppy which must be guided
through his master’s home,
taught his customs and initiated
quickly into his way of life. To eat
with knife and fork was suddenly
an unnecessary formality.
Instead, shovel the food on the
front of the fork into the month.
Learn the time-saving joys of
push-button existence. All very

Stall Comment

Bike Rap

It’s easy to see why almost onethird of the bicycles reported annually to the San Jose Police
Department are taken from the
San Jose State University.
Keep your eyes open as you
walk by any bike rack on campus.
I have, and this is what I saw:
Many
bikes with flimsy
chains and locks.
Some bikes locked through
rear wheel only.
A few bikes locked to trees
and fixtures.
By this time you should know
the only hope of preventing theft
is to purchase a 4 to 6-foot casehardened (or tempered) steel
chain with a heavy casehardened padlock. Bike shops sell
them, the Spartan Bookstore also
at $11.50.
Assistant Chief of Security,
Maurice Jones showed me a map
of the campus with pins indicating locations of bike thefts.
The most hard-hit areas on campus are the Student Union, dining
Icommons, library, Duncan Hall,
and the old Science Building.

No. 68

The best way to protect your
bike on campus is to go directly to
the Seventh Street bike lot. Since
its creation last semester, not one
theft has been reported. Cost is $2
for one semester. The lot is under
constant supervision and persons
must show a specially issued I.D.
before a bike can be taken from
the lot. Thanks to go Alpha Phi
Omega, A.S. Vice Pres. Rudy
Leonardi and others who worked
for this achievement.
Rafael H. Reyes gets the "Rap"
Award for being the first to respond to my earnest plea for communication. He enclosed a very
significant article about using
unrefined waste glass as an
aggregate in paving. He suggests
it might be an answer to costs for
constructing bikeways in the
Guadalupe and Coyote river
areas.
Also, he has ideas about using
volunteer bicyclists "to give blind
youngsters rides on tandems on
weekd-ends, vacation days, etc."
We’ll see how people respond,
Rafael.

One day, Goedig told me the
club is restricted to Blacks and
Chicanos only. The day the story
was published, Goedig said he
was misquoted.
Goedig was not misquoted,
because I wrote the words down
the moment after they were
spoken.
When asked if a non-Black or
Chicano student could turn to the
club for help, Goedig said, "There
wouldn’t be any help for him."
"You see, we’re not in any
competition against ourselves.
He already has help, on the outside. We would be in competition
against ourselves if we helped
him," said Goedig.
Membership in official campus
clubs cannot be restricted on the
basis of race, creed, or religion,
according to Title V of the
Students Activities and Services
(SAS) policy.
If Goedig’s quote is the club’s
official policy, it cannot be an official campus club.
Also, the club is still not on the
list of recognized campus
organizations approved by the
SAS. Goedig claims that the club
has been formed since last
December.
Why isn’t the club recognized?
And here’s another thing: While
the story was being written,
Goedig insisted that he "read it
over" before it was published. He
was just going to "check the
facts."
In journalism, stories cannot be
proofread, by the subject, to
check the "facts." The true facts
may make the subject look good
or bad.
If
everyone
interviewed
"checked the facts" and rewrote
the news to shape a good image of
their point of view, then there
would be no value in reading a

newspaper.
For the benefit of the public
interest, all the good and bad
facts should be made known. The
public will decide the truth.
Because one is Black doesn’t
mean he is blind to the truth.
Because one is a journalist
doesn’t mean he won’t print the
facts.
The public knows the facts.
What is the truth, Paul Goedig?
Will it change tomorrow?
Gerald Curtis

Bones
Reza Unida, we are united.
We work hard to build and reach
heights together.
But when the bone (wesos) is
thrown forget it!
Raze Unida, united we stand in
arms as a group
But again the bone is thrown and
everyone is out for themself like
the name said (La Reza Unida)
Ilnida, we are, unida we think.
But first comes me .then my
people then the others.
The bone is
always at the
The pride is
always given,

there and comes
right time.
gone, the bone is
not worked for

My Reza Unida?
Now let’s fight for the meat!
Chicano of tomorrow
Alfred de la Cards, Jr.
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Pacific trip, study
Assemblyman
submits pot bill in summer course
News Review

By JAN GCSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
SACRAMENTOThe marijuana initiative. deleated at the
polls in November, was introduced into the Assembly yesterday
in the form of a bill.
Assemblyman Henry A. Waxman. D-Los Angeles, the author,
said it would, "remove from state law all penalties for possession
and personal use of marijuana,- identical to the provisions of
Proposition 19.
Under the name of AS 378, the measure provides "no person in
the state of California 18 years of age or older shall be punished
criminally, or be denied any right or privilege, by reason of such
person’s planting, cultivating, harvesting, drying, processing,
otherwise preparing, transporting, or possessing marijuana for
personal use, or by reason of that use. -

Cease -fir. pact scarred by shooting
SAIGONThe cease-fire agreement signed Jan. 27 has been
scarred by numerous violations in its 18-day existence. Saigon
has reported that shooting has continued resulting in more than
13.000 Vietnamese casualties.
Also, Maj. Gen. Gilbert H. Woodward, chief U.S. delegate to
the point Military Commission, handed an official protest note to
the senior Viet Cong representative saying the peace agreement
has been violated by delaying the release of 27 American
prisoners at Lori Ninti. 75 miles north of Saigon.

Secret campaign funds threatened
SACRAMENTOCalifornia legislators have made a proposal
that would reward private citizens for revealing undisclosed
campaign funds. Secretary of State Edmund G. Brown Jr. announced yesterday.
The proposal’s key element is that any resident of California
can tile a civil suit to recover money that was not properly
reported.
Brown said his provision would "absolutely end all secret
political fund raising," and Assemblyman Alan Sierot DBeverly Hills, said he would introduce the proposal in the form of
a bill this week.

Bishops resubmit abortion protest
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WASHINGTONRoman Catholics have again been warned
by the National Council of Catholic Bishops that they will face
excommunication if they undergo or perform an abortion.
The official statement read, "Those who obtain an abortion,
those who persuade others to have an abortion, and those who
perform the abortion procedure are guilty of breaking God’s
law. A recent decision of the Supreme Court had the effect of
legalizing abortion.
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By WARREN HEIN
Try to picture how your
days will be spent this
summer.
Now picture six weeks of
travel and learning in AusMalta, Japan, Thailand, and
the warm South Sea Islands.
John E. Morlan, Doctor of
education at San Jose State
University. has been spending
the last four of his summers
doing what he loves to do,
educate and teach.
Morlan offers a unique
course titled Comparative
Education and Culture: Auetralia-lapan-South Pacific’73.
The course studies the cultural
habits and educational
systems from the highly industrialized Japanese to the
Samoans who still live in
villages.
In a showing of some of his
private slides from past trips,
Dr. Morlan emphasized both
the beauty of the islands of
Moorea and Western Samoa,
and what can be learned in

some of the more advanced
nations.
"We don’t have an average
day," explained Morlan when
asked what the average day
consisted of. "We usually have
a lecture an the morning, then a
seminar, and then a field trip
in the afternoon. Many of our
field trips are excursions that
people want to see anyway."
The educational aspects of
the travelling and meeting of
the different cultures is one of
most
rewarding
the
experiences that Dr. MorIan’s
class can offer.
After one of the lectures in
Japan on Zen meditation, the
class was invited to a Zen temple to meditate. Dr. Morten
sighted many new experiences
such as this in his travels.
"Any man who is really a
man goes through that," he
said as a slide of a heavily
tatooed Tahitian man flashed
on the screen. Another slide
appeared of native dancers
who do their dance routines

for pay.
"These dancers, when
they’re not performing for pay.
dance and sing anyway, just
for the fun of it," Morten said.
"When you’re in your 20’s, a
typical day for them is dancing, singing, and making
love."
Another of Dr. Morlan’s
memorable experiences includes something that was not
so pleasant.
"We had heard about a firstrate hotel in Bali, Indonesia.
but then we got there, girls (in
his party) were crying and
men were carrying out
snakes," he recalled. But according to Marian. this was an
exception to the generally well
planned out trips.
The cost for the six weeks is
S2,117, and is open to students
going after their teaching
credential, student teachers,
adand
librarians,
ministrators. The units are
good for upper division and
post -graduate credit.

By LIZ VENEGAS
Focus on Media is an
organization which wants to
act as a catalyst for social
change through all forms of
the media.
The organization works out
of Focus House on 184 S. 13th
St. where members provide
community groups with video
and photographic equipment.
According to Robert
Williams, a member of Focus
on Media, the group also
wants to inform members of
the community how they can

express their views through
free speech messages on radio
and television.
After three months of effort
by the groups, they have
succeeded in persuading Gill
Cable (which owns Channel 11
KNTV) tost art a public access
station next week.
Dr. Phillip D. lacklin, assistant professor of
philosophy, is a member of
Committee for Open Media
which has been working
longer than three months to
persuade Gill Cable to form a

public access station.
The public access station
will provide time to community groups on a first come-first -serve basis to
telecast their films, according
to Barbara Carreker, who
works with Focus On Media.
The community groups may
borrow for free a portable
video camera with a half-hour
film. The members of the
media organization give
workshops on how to operate
the equipment.
In this way, the groups can

Eleven pairs of helpful hands await
as cuts, bruises, sore throats,
and injuries, on -campus
emergency calls, tuberculin
skin testing, venereal disease
information and treatment.
and routine immunizations.
The Student Health Center
routinely conducts health
examinations on athletes,
nursing students, occupational therapy students
and teaching credential
students, as part of its
services, she added.
Mrs. Wong said that consultants are on staff in

Country

Focus on Media provides change

Health Center is open to all

By CHARLOTTE BRADFORD
Do you know your doctor on
campus? If you haven’t used
the Student Health Service
you probably don’t, and you
also don’t know that there are
11 physicians available to help
you maintain good health.
According to Mrs. May
Wong, nursing supervisor, at
the Health Center, "The
students on campus are either
not aware of the services
available to them, or they are
tearful about coming to the
formal setting in the Health
Center.
"And, because many
students do not use the
Student Health Services." said
Mrs. Wong, "we initiated a
pilot program with the help of
S.U. Director Ron Barrett, and
Center
Information
Supervisor Judy Bradley, that
would allow us to bring information on health services
to the students instead of
waiting tort hem Income to us
"The Student Union was
chosen as an area to dispense
our information because it is
an informal and relaxed area.
and we at Student Health, feel
that the best way to relate
with a student is on an informal basis with the idea that
we will not do any diagnosing
or treating," said Mrs. Wong.
It, the
Responsi I
program is carried out by Oscar Battle, an internship
student in the Health Sciences.
Battle, and other staff
members are at the Information Center every
Thursday from 10 a.m, until
noon on a volunteer basis.
"We feel the presence of the
staff will stimulate interest in
our service," contended Mrs.
Wong.
"A tally is taken of the types
of questions a student asks to
guide and assists us in areas to
make more and better services
available to the students,- she
added.
"Each health team member
relates differently, and since
we are aware of this, we make
an attempt to have different
staff members at the In t orm at ion Center each
Thursday," Mrs. Wong added.
The Student Health Center
is located on Ninth and San
Carlos streets. The phone
number is 277-2222, and the
center is open Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
evening hours are from 5 p.m.
to 10 p.m. ’there is a limited
evening staff for emergency
coverage until 10 p.m.
All registered students are
eligible tor the health services.
There is no charge because the
cost is covered by the
materials and services fee paid
at registration.
Care and treatment that
normally would be gotten at a
private physician’s office are
available here, Mrs. Wong
said.
She indicated the services
available includes diagnosis
and treatment of illness such

Members of famous recording group, "Creedence
Clearwater Revival" onceattended SISU, but it’s doubtful
they were inspired to write their music or take their name
from flooded lots like this one on 4th Street. Cruising toy
boats seems more appropriate.

Bayou

urthopeilii.s tut bone
problems, dermatology for
skin problems. psychiatry for
assistance or referral for adjustment problems, and
radiology for x-rays.
The Clinical Laboratory has
licensed technicians to conduct blood, urine and other
tests, and x-ray is staffed for
diagnostic purposes.
The Physiotherapy Clinic
supplies
whirlpool,
diathermy, heat packs and
other treatments with a
private physicians order.

Information on contraception and dispensing of
contraceptive paraphernalia
can be obtained by calling
Paula (a code name) at 2772222.
In case of emergency illness
on campus contact campus
security 277-3511 who will in
turn contact the Student
Health Service and any other
appropriate agencies.
’ A supplementary student
health insurance plan has been
approved in which many
students have expressed

interest," said Mrs. Wong,
"and information may be obtained by inquiring at the A.S.
Business Office located on the
main level in the Student
Union. Phone 277-2731 for
further information."
Mrs. Wong added, "The information in a student’s health
bile is confidential, and no information may be released
without the student’s written
consent.
"So next time you have a
sore throat, your muscles hurt,
or you feel extremely tired,
don’t hesitate to come by the
Health Center for diagnostic
tests." she said.

film their own activities and
produce shows according to
their own viewpoint, Williams
stated. "A Chicano group from
this area can make a film about
what they are doing, and then
show to other Chicano groups
in other areas."
With the public access
station, community groups
can reach a greater number of
persons with their films. "We
prefer to work with community groups and Third
persons." said
World
Williams.
"We can’t speak for
Chicanos and Blacks," said
Williams, "so we’re here to
provide the equipment and the
information on public access
stations so they can get their
voice across to other people."
More than 80 community
groups have worked with
Focus on Media during the last
three months. Some of the
groups were La Reza Unida
Party. Tenant’s Union,
Chicano Film Institute,
Lawyer’s Guild, Black Berets
and Community Schools, according to Ms. Carreker.
Focus on Media group is
now working to obtain a lease
station, according to Williams.
A lease station would be advantageous because a program
format with regular shows can
be prepared and advertising
can be solicited, he added.
More control over the time
slots will give persons consistent community-oriented
programming, according to

Williams. The public access
station would have programs
which would be viewed once.
"The reason for the media
organization,explained
Williams. "is because so many
people come from so many
different
political
backgrounds. These people
have something to say to other
groups in the community.
Even with the underground.
press, these small groups don’t
reach the community.
"We work with the unprivileged people who haven’t
had access to the media before.
We don’t work with middleclass groups.
"Our goal is media in the
hands of the people. There’s
now a way we’re going to work
with people who are opposed
In what we’re doing." stated
Williams.
-Monopoly newspapers
should represent the people.
Right now we’re boycotting
the Mercury. We want to have
a community page or supplement with community
news to report what’s
happening with the people and
we want it to be written by the
people.
"Just telling the Mercury
what we want wouldn’t have
any effect. Thirty per cent of
the Mercury’s funds come
from subscriptions and the
rest from advertising. So we’ll
hit the advertising. We are
going to the people who
advertise and offering them
alternative media like the Sun
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Health info

Dr. Charles Johnston is explaining to student Pal Bernal )r. the
new supplementary student health insurance plan available to
students at SIStl.

pROMECe

Focus on Media will have an
open house today and
tomorrow from 3 p.m. to midnight. The 25 members of the
group will hold workshops on
how to work the equipment,
black and white still
photography and information
on free speech messages.
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TOWER SALOON

’Josh’ speaks
for Christianity
"josh" McDowell, a speaker
on Jesus Christ, will be at San
Jose State University Feb. 20
and 21.
Currently serving as an
international
traveling
representative of Campus
Cresade for Christ, the worldwide movement of students
and laymen to share the words
of Christ, josh spoke to more
than 500,000 students on 70
campuses in the United States
last year.
Josh will speak first at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 20 in the
S.U. Ballroom; his topic will be
"Prophecy."
Wendesday, Feb. 21, he will
speak on "Christianity Hoax
or History?" at 12:30 p.m. in
the S.U. Ballroom, end then at

and other radio stations,"
explained Williams.
"We want to show them
there are other ways to
advertise besides the
Mercury," said Williams.

.featores jazz

JACOB CHARLES SET
Thur

Fri night

WORLD’S 1, tHGEST M

7:30 p.m. on "Maximum Sex."
All events will be free.
In addition to speaking in
the ballroom, josh will speak
to various classes at SISU in
the two days he is here.
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TUES. FEB. 20 7:30pm
Loma Prieta Rm. Student Union Bldg.
San Jose St. University

JANE FONDA DONALD SUTHERLAND
PETER BOYLE "STEELYARD BLUES" A BILL PHILLIPS Production
Co -Starring GARRY GOODROW HOWARD HP.-, -.LMAN JOHN SAVAGE Written
by DAVID S. WARD
E*ecutive producer DONALD SUTHERLAND Produced by
TONY BILL and MICHAEL& JULIA PHILLIPS . Directed by ALAN MYERSON
i ENG! asedernat ourCAPCI Suel012711) I I oac:aomoep
.tac
MINI I
TECHNICOLOR
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WED. FEB. 21 12:30 pm CHRISTIANITY : HOAX OR HISTORY
MAXIMUM SEX
WED. NIGHT 730 pm
FREE
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Feminist wins

Greer vs. Buckley
By JERRY R1MKA
The KL) ED Channel 9 debate
between Germaine Greer and
William F. Buckley Tuesday
night was no contest. Only
Buckley’s pride prevented him
from throwing in the towel.
Cambridge University was
the setting for the televised
broadcast, and from the onset
the English audience let it be
known whose side there were
on. Ms. Greer is a Cambridge
graduate.
Immediately one could see a
fix was on.
The show was more
entertaining than informative
(any appearance by Buckley is
bound to be entertaining). But
aside from Buckley’s brilliant
display of sophistry there
were too many old tobes about
;rid being a woman.

Musician
to present
Mike Aiken and Susan Larocca; artists in creative dance
Ballet, jazz, modern, and tap
are all in the repertoire of the
Creative Dance Associates of
San JoseState University to be
performing at 8 p.m.. Feb. 16,
at Cabrillo College in Apia*.
Created in 1969 as a lecturedemonstration troup. the com-

pany usually performs dance
styles for the Arts of the 20thCentury Humanities class.
The choreography has been
done by both the students involved and Director Carol
Haws of the SIS dance faculty.
Each member of the group is

responsible for a creative effort," explained dancer Lynn
Brilhante.
To be performing Friday are
the ten members of the company: Mike Aiken, Janie Allen,
Mark Ammerman, Teresa
Bothe, Lynn Brilhante, Nancy

Sr. recital

Colahan, Alfred Gonzales,
Susan Larocco,
Georgia
McClellan, and Lonne Moretton, with four apprenticed
dancers.
Tickets may be purchased at
the door at $1 student rate and
$1.50 general.

The Arts
small talk
by Mark Heilman
It grabs every graduating SIS’er sooner or later: what now?
The four years are up; where do I go? Where is the best job, the
most security, the highest sense of fulfillment?
Where’s the money?
Labor jobs are tilled by high school graduates of the vintage
year 1969, with tour year’s experience yet! Used car salesmen get
the nod over college students for political office.
New teachers have to be schooled in the art of self-defense to
cope with the obnoxious little monsters rearing their heads from
"The Permissive Society."
To be a policeman, one has to be of perfect stock with olympic
physique and be capable of handling weirdos, freaks, unruly
hardhats, Klansmen, bombers, snipers, estranged lovers, the
irate six -loot -lour motorist with clenched fist...
But seriously, the job of finding a job is becoming increasingly
difficult. The college student often finds that traditional jobs
have waiting lists longer thiin a welfare line.
Unemployed talent
Even though the country is teeming with unemployed talent,
the work is being performed, at least indirectly, by machines, not
people. Trucks do the job of tens of men, computers work faster
and more accurately than a team of trained mathematicians,
steamshovels can scoop out a man-made lake before a chain gang
can open a trench.
But the jobless need not despair to suicidal extremes; measures
have been taken to alleviate their condition. A new vein of opportunity has opened up in Americamost noticebly within the
last two decadesto provide a source of jobs with income and
reasonable satisfaction, something the machine manipulators
rarely are able to achieve.
Opportunity
The opportunity lies within the held of entertainment. With affluence running rampant through the neighborhoods of
America’s upper class. and idle time creeping along the
pavements of lower and middle class America the prospect is
hopeful for a massive "re -distribution of the wealth" program.
The only necessary ingredient to capitalize on this venture is
education.
Creativity and expression are the tools to be used by the newly
defined "workers" at America. Hopefully, they’ll be able to restrain the industrial slate before it reaches extinction.
Opportunity lies mainly within the media because that is
where new life is best absorbed, and least existent. Television,
the cinema, sports, journalism and literature, art, music, live
performances by extroverted individuals, the manufacturing of
toys and games for educational and recreational ways.
management and upkeep of recreational facilities ... the list is endless.
Societies trend
It has been a trend of all major societies to evolve to a point
where convenience and luxury dictate life-style. America is
certainly coming to her point. More people than ever before have
less burdening work to perform than their ancestors had.
Whether we as a nation can turn our free time into profitable
and productive work will be the major social issue of the 21st
Century, providing we reach it. of course.

Choir to sponsor
Chamber Festival
The San
use State
University Choir will sponsor
the third annual Invitational
Chamber Festival, Friday,
Feb. 23 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Concert Hall.
Participating along with the

Ceramic art
talk Friday
-i1S11
Dr. Herbert Sande:
professor of art, currently has
a ceramic exhibit at the San
Jose Art Center. 482 S. Second
St. through March 1.
He will present a free talk on
ceramics at the Art Center this
Friday at 8 p.m. The talk is
open to the public.
Dr. Sanders has been a
member of the SISU faculty
since 1938, and is the author of
several articles and four books
on ceramics.

various high school and junior
college choirs and chorale
groups will be the SISU
Singers
and
Chamber
Choraliers under the direction
of Dr. Charlene Archibeque.
The fee for the seminar is S1
or adults and 50 cents for
students.

Senior in music, Ann
Richards. will present a flute
recital Tuesday, Feb. 20 at 1:30
p.m. in the Concert Hall.
Composition by Telemann,
Villa Lobos, Petrassi and
Schumann
have been
scheduled for the recital.
Miss Richards will be assited by Barbara Warner on
piano, jain Fletcher on flute
and Marilyn Martella on
clarinet.
Admission to this recital is
free, as it is with all of the
recitals
scheduled
this
semester.

Although sticking III the issue, Ms. Greer chose to spend
much of time criticising the
educational institutions she
had at tended. They trained her
to be "an unsparing critic of
my own tradition."’ she
claimed.

feminist may sutler il she
seeks a -better hie for us all. Buckley opened by stating
he was in favor of equal opportunities for women, but
was disturbed by the attitude
the
women’s
liberation
movement was taking.

The noted feminist began
her presentation by trouncing
a contention made earlier in
the show; the charge that gay
liberation
women’s
and
movements were "fighting the
same oppressive ideology:

Ms. Greer’s book "The
Female Eunuch" was described by Buckley as "a book
of myths and illusions."

In concluding, Ms. Greer
lamented about the attacks a

"Blaserquintett B-dur. Op.
56, No. 1" by Franz Danzi,
again was rushed through by
the clarinet and this time the
horn. Sloan finally calmed
down.
The "Three pieces for Flute.
Clarinet and Bassoon by
Walter Piston came together
beautifully, however, and adequately displayed the talents
of Fletcher, Martella and
Sloan.
Except for a few passages,
the final piece "Sextet" by
Gordon Jacob, fell completely
apart, despite a gallant effort
by the quintet and the pianist,
David Chapman.
This piece would have been
fine for the piano alone or for
the quintet alone, but not for a
combination of both. The

sounds produced by the piano
did not fit with those from the
quintet. Only during a period
in the "Scherzo" and "Cortege"
movements did it finally come
together. This piece was
poorly arranged.
Throughout the recital, lain
Fletcher and lames Fish
showed
excellent
stage
presence and total involvement with the music in
addition to their talent.
The other problem with the
recital was a minor annoyance.
Before
a
performance, a musician
should be positive that his
instrument is in proper
working order. But when the
quintet first came out, Leffler,
the horn player, sat down and
proceeded to blow the water

Film giant reveals
legendary career
By JOHN HORAN
Film director Frank Capra’s
autobiography, "The Name
Above the Title," is appropriately named. Capra, one
of the legendary giants of the
motion picture industry, was
the first film director to
achieve the status of having
his name appear first on the
credit.
Capra’s life story is itself
suited to Hollywood’s "rags to
riches" sagas. Capra worked
his way through high school
and college and a variety of
jobs until he received his first
film job directing a ten-minute
"one-reeler." Minor writing
and directing jobs followed for
the man who would film such
Hollywood classics as "It
Happened One Night," "Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington."
and "State of the Union."
As the director, Capra
followed no rules. He frequently rewrote characters and entire scenes between takes and
actors were encouraged to adlib during takes. "Burn the
first three reels" was his
decision that turned "Lost
Horizon" from a box office
disaster to a motion picture
classic.
Along the way he won full

MCAT

control over his films, antagonized countless studio
heads, won three Academy
Awards for Best Director, and
made major film stars out of
Clark
Gable,
Barbara
Stanwyck.
and
Claudette
Cobert. Capra’s ability for
choosing new stars is not
flawless. He recalls how he rejected a newcomer named
Manly Monroe, saying, "How
could I have turned down
Marilyn
Monroe,
saying,
"How could I have turned
down Marilyn Monroe? I’ve
of Capra’s films. "Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington," which
concerns machine politics and
corrupt U.S. Senators, was
condemned by Congress and
almost banned. "It Happened
One Night- made the
American iniiiel industry a big

THE

By PAULA DORIAN
The so-called "informal
rehearsal" performed by the
Utah Repertory Dance Theatre
Tuesday night was far more an
outstanding performance in
its entirety than a rehearsal.
There was standing room only
in the women’s small dance
studio at the beginning of the
performance.
Two of the performers, Kay
Clark and Bill Evans, members
of the company for seven
years, narrated and illustrated
their own choreographies.
Kay Clark’s opening theme
and title was "Footprint." She
demonstrated some of the
movements in her composition
and then asked three members
of the groupLynne Wimmer,
Kathleen
McClintock
and
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out of the horn.
Between movements in the
second piece, the bassoonist
proceeded
to remove an
obstruction
from his
instrument.
These musicians know their
instruments, their music and
are quite talented. They need a
little more confidence in their
abilities.

KSJS log
5-7 p.m. KS’S Plays Ruck
5:25-5:30 p.m.
W omen- t oWoman
5:30-5:35 p.m. Spartan Spectrum
5:35-5:40 p.m. Spectrum News
p.m.
Insight 7:00-7:25
Tomorrow’s University
7:25-7:30 p.m. The Space Story
7:30-7:35 p.m. Spectrum News
7:35-8:00
p.m.
Think Methadone Maintenance
Live
Music-In8:05-9:30 p.m.
vitational Chamber Choir Festival
9:30-12:00 a.m. Cool Music
10:00-10:10 p.m. The Fourth
Tower of Inverness
11:30-11:35 p.m. Spectrum
News

Ruth
jean
Postto
demonstrate the piece.
The choreography was a
mixture of soft, hard, fast and
sharp movements.
The Repertory dancers
worked in complete harmony
with one another yet individually added their own
unique dance movements.
"We’re like a family"
commented Gregg Li zen berg, a
member of the group for six
years.
According to choreographer
Evans, Washington D.C.
awarded him a grant to do five
choreographies entitled, "Five
Songs in August."
The first danceimage was of
a person walking through a
summer breeze with a babbling brook, flowing gently.
One receives a feeling of
warmth as well as a friendly
yet relaxed quality of enjoyment.
Evans created this dance for
three specific dancers,
Manzell Senters, who wasn’t
present. and Karen Steele and
Gregg Lizenberg. He (Evans)
took the place of Senters.
One
of
the
five
choreographies set an ancient.
religious, and far eastern
sounding mood to the choppy
and repetitious arm and leg
movements. It portrayed a
sensation of impatience. All
three dancers knew their parts
extremely well and their
movements
were
positive
ones.
One
of
the
finer
performances involved a girl
empathizing, but not
understanding, a relationship
between her girlfriend and a
man. The choreography of this
piece
was
totally
an
interpretive
account.
The
dancers, Kathleen McClintock, Lynne Wimmer and
Gregg Lizenberg, intensely
affected the impact of the piece
as they worked with a musical
blues beat.
The piece was brilliantly
performed and the quality and
use of techniques was
executed in an extremely
professional manner.
The final composition was a
dancing celebration of
religious praise. This soft and
melodic piece emphasized the
quick arm and shoulder
movements as if the dancers
were handicapped or were

trees
constantly
growing
abrupt branches. The dancers
thoroughly enjoyed this piece
and characterized it to its
fullest extent.
The Utah Repertory Dance
Theatre was founded at the
University of Utah in 1966. It’s
a unique dance group in that it
was the first professional
modern dance company in
permanent residence at a
university.
The Repertory Dance
Theatre was conceived as a
repertory company, because
they perform works done by
many of the world’s leading
choreographers and not
exclusively the works of just
one choreographer. Eight of
the twelve dancers have MFA
and 131FA degrees in dance.

Levi’s

for all
shapes
We’ve got you covered.
With Bay Area’s greatest
selection of Levi’s*. Over
4 tons per store. Levi’s for
Gals*. Levi’s Sta-Presr
slacks. And tons more.
That’s all we carryLevi’s
Can’t miss a fit.
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6 BULLS
are better than one.
Nobody makes malt liquor
like Schlitz.
Nobody.

THE AREA’S #1 ENTERTAINMENT SPOT
NEVER A COVER CHARGE

Review and practice testing program for the
Medical College Admission Test

business. And "State of the
Union" is credited with having
encouraged President Harry
Truman to seek a full term in
1948.
To his credit Capra tells his
own story with considerable
understatement about his own
abilities. What praise there is,
is reserved for his favorite
crewmen, stars, and Harry
Cohn, the founder of Columbia
Pictures.
Frank Capras autobiography, "The Name Above
the Title," is an entertaining.
well written book that will
give movie fans invaluable insight
into
many
of
Hollywood’s famous films. It
also gives an excellent view of
one of Hollywood’s most
successful and creative film
makers.

A III rinlwr of the audience
stood and asked Buckley if it
was not out of place to discuss
the movement in thecontext of
Ms. Greer’s sexual views.
"It you were right. I would
agree with you." retorted Buckley. He maintained it was impossible to separate "her
views from the movement."To
vote for the women’s
liberation movement would be
to sow the seeds of their fan
cies."
The program
will 1,,
repeated Saturday evening
Check your television guith
for the exact time.

Dance troop rehearsal
rated ‘outstanding’ show

Woodwind quintet only
needed more confidence
By LOU COVEY
There was nothing wrong
with the woodwind quintet
recital last Tuesday that a little self-confidence and beforeperformance maintenance
couldn’t cure.
Fine individual talents were
exhibited by lain Fletcher
(flute). lames Fish (oboe),
Marilyn Martella (clarinet),
Gregory Leffler (french horn).
and Jeffrey Sloan (bassoon).
However, a lack of performing
confidence was quite evident
in the clarinet. horn, and at
times, the bassoon.
The opening piece, "Le
Tombeau de Couperin" by
Ravel, started and ended on
the wrong foot with both the
bassoon and the clarinet
rushing.

Buckley said Ms. Greer was
"hard to follow" because she
first says. there are no
differences between sexes and
then
that
women are
significantly different from
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Spartans tough, but -

By JOHN B. MATTHEWS
Sports Editor
CUPERTINO-The San lose liniversily water polo team gave
the Soviet Nationals all they could handle here yesterday before
succumbing to their highly disciplined ranks. 10-ti.
The Spartans actually led in the early minutes of the third
period, 5-4, before the Russians. masters at freeing a driver in
front of the opponents cage, out -scored the locals 6-1 an the last 9
minutes of action.
"They 1SJSU) are a very good and very aggressive team." said
the Soviet coach, Anatoliy Blyumental. -After getting the early
lead, we did not play as well but 1 was still confident of victory."
The Russians scored almost immediately after winning the
game-opening sprint.
Aleksandr Kabanov took a pass from team-mate Anatoliy with
4:28 remaining in the first five minute period and slammed home
his first of two goals passed Spartan goalie, graduate Steve
Hamann.
Aleksandr Dreval, after the Spartans could not get the ball
past the Russian man-to-man defense, then scored the games’
second goal on a lob shot just over :he out stretch hands of
Hamann.
All-American Ed Samuels gat SISL on the score board with
Just :56 seconds left in the quarter with a cross cage effort but
Dreval scored again just before the end of the period as the
Soviets took a 3-1 into the second stanza.
The next seven minutes were the most exciting to the near
capacity crowd of over 1,000 at the De Anza Community College
pool complex.
Junior Howard Johnson, seeing action because of his superior
size, was able to free himself in the hole directly in front of the
Russian cage long enough to score his only goal of the game, cutting the Russian lead to 3-2.
Alter the Soviets answered that goal with one by Bladimir
Zhmudskiiy, All-American Brad Jackson converted a penalty
toss with 1:22 in the half. USSR 4, SJSU 3.
The Russians moved the ball well trying to get the last shot of
the half but Hamann blocked their attempt with :21 left. With
just :04 in the half, All-American Steve Spencer then tipped a
deflected goal attempt into the cage and the Spartans were tied
with the world champions 4-4.
"We came here to win, not just play.- Spartan coach Lee Walton
told his squad during the short intermission.
Alter Mike Monsees won the sprint for the ball to open the
third period. Ed Samuels fed Bruce Watson perfectly in the hole
and Watson put the Spartans on top for the only time. Two
minuteC had expired in the quarter. SJSU 5, USSR 4.
But the Russians, a shrewd and polished group, it did not falter
before the now disbelieving crowd.
It took the visitors only 32 seconds to tie the game again and
scored twice more before the end of the quarter to move out in

Diamondmen
meet alumni
By IllANITA LEBUS
just as thieves always
return to the scene of the
crime, the San Jose State
University Alumni will take
on the 1973 SJSU varsity
baseball team, tomorrow at 12
p.m. at the Police Athletic
League stadium.
The alumni team, featuring
base stealers, Al Ariza, Gary
Cunningham and Lary Lintz,
meet the varsity for the second
time in three years. The
varisty won the first encounter 12-3 in 1971.
The trio of Ariza. Cunningham and Lintz have stolen
at total of 118 bases in their
combined efforts for coach
Gene Menges.
Lintz is currently signed to
play for the Montral Expos,
and according to assistant
coach Bill Crozier, Lintz could
reach major league play this
season.
Other returning alumni include Don Kinzel, who is
playing for Philadelphia; Greg
Marshall, with the Kansas

Lily Royals. and Mike Rusk,
who recently signed with the
New York Yankees.
Previous SI SD stars also include Dave Imwalle. ’rim Day.
Brian Nakamoto, Tom Corder,
Bill Crozier and John Hennig,
trush baseball coach.
"We’re going to be a tough
challenge for the varsity,"
commented Crozier, spokesman for the alumni team;
whereas, varsity coach Gene
Menges, said commenting on
the alumni, "Them, beat us?"
The probable starting lineup
for the alumni in tomorrow’s
tilt will be:
Tim Day, C
Dave Imwalle, P (first game)
Mike Rusk, P (second game)
john Hennig, 10
Larry Lintz, 2B
Bill Crozier, 30
Tom Corder, SS
Al Ariza, LF
Greg Marshall, CI’
Gary Cunningham, RE
The starting lineup for the
SISU varsity was not set at
press time.

Golfers crush
wet Pioneers
San lose Stale University’s
golf squad, after sloshing to a
crushing victory over Cal
State Hayward 24.5-2.5 last
Friday. had their scheduled
match last Tuesday canceled.
The match with the
University of California at
Berkeley was called off due to
the fact that Mira Vista Country Club in El Cerrito is closed
because of wet grounds.
The linkmen were led to the
near clean sweep in the
Hayward match by Mark Lye,
Jim Knoll, and Ken Bayhouse
who all fired two under par
Hayward
70’s on. the
Municipal golf course.
Right behind them was
Bryan Inkster 71, Kim Porter
73, and Phil Barry 75.
In the dual meet scoring
system, steam is awarded one
point for winning the front
nine, back nine and the total
score in the individual matches. Best ball is also played
simultaneously
under the
same system. Thus with six
individual matches and three
best ball matches there are 27
points possible.
Knoll and Inkster led the
best ball scoring with a 66,
closely followed by Bayhouse
and Porter 67, and Lye and
Barry 68.
Coach Jerry Vroom stated,
"Under the adverse weather
onditions we’re doing excepionally well so far this
season."
On the subject of how the
ram is performing in away
matches Vroom said, "It’s a
good sign and quite a good
performance considering only

a couple at our players had
played the course before. The Spartans next match,
and first home match of the
year is on February 26 at the
San lose Country Club,
against the same Cal team that
they were supposed to play
last Tuesday. The -off time is 1
p.m.
During the layoff Coach
Vroom plans to have intermatches.
The
squad
competition is keen on the
team itself with all 10
members vieing tor the six
starting berths.

< Paul
Butterfield
Group

front comfortably again, 7-5.
The fourth period saw the Russians outscore the now
emotionally drained Spartans 3-1 for the ultimate 10-6 victory.
’the lone goal in the period for SJSU was scored by Samuels with
an assist given to Spencer.
"I can not be more pleased with this group of kids." coach
Walton said after the game. We scored one more goal than the
American National team did.- The American Nationals lost to
the same Russian team last week. 6-5.
While leading 5-4. Walton said he hoped the Spartans could
hold the ball but, "We are just too young to maintain composure
against them.
"It was, however, a tremendous effort by our players.- added
Walton.
Ed Samuels, who led the Spartans in scoring with two goals.
admitted that the Soviets were a great team but added, "Under
international rules, the game is somewhat different. I think half
their goals were scored when we were forced into a situation that
caused us to switch men."
The Soviets left De Anza immediately after the game for a
quick meal and then to Oakland to watch the Golden State
Warriors. They meet the American Nationals again tomorrow at
De Anza. Game time is scheduled for 2:30. Spartans Brad Jackson
and Steve Hamann are both members of the national team.
The Soviets toured the SJSU campus yesterday before the
game with the Spartans. The high-point of the tour was a trip to
the Student Union’s bowling alley. The players first look at a
bowling alley was in Los Angeles last week.
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DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND
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FAIRGROUNDS
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5450 AT DOOR
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ON SALE
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
912 TOWN 8 COUNTRY
246-1160
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Pacing the Spartans will be
all-around
gymnasts
Bill
Barnwell and John Cameron.
’rhe Spartans are coming off
a win over defending PCAA
champion Long Beach State. In
totalling 147 points, the.
Spartans tied the school,
record.
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200,000 INVENTORY CLEARANCE

FEB. 14-23
BOOTS
NORDICA ’73
MODEL
Astral Olympic
Astral Racer
Velox Foam
Butterfly Foam
Sestriere Foam
Alpine Super

REG
$210.00
150.00
95.00
90.00
75.00
50.00

NOW
$169.99
134.99
74.99
71.99
59.99
39.99

$195.00
135.00

$149.99
114.99

$165.00
150.00
125.00

REG
$185.00
175.00
160.00
150.00
150.00

NOW
$128.99
121.99
111.99
104.99
104.99

$175.00
125.00
75.00

Zebra
Explorer
VS -300

$139.99
99.99
55.99

$149.99
124.99
104.99

$18000
160 00
105 00

Total
Firebird
Special

$144.99
124.99
84.99

HART ’73

TRAPPEUR

Market Rolomat
Simplex DL
American
Salomon 502
402

MODEL
CPM Ti
CPM Special
CPM ’70
CPM Cobra
La Femme

BLIZZARD ’73

LOWA
Racer
Pro
Hit

SKIS
Kcistle CPM ’73

VOLKL ’73

RAICHLE

5135.00

$114.99

$163.00
123.00

$51.00
56 00
59.50
35 00

King
Competition
Book
Queen
Pawn

$195.00
175.00
140.00
130.00
120.00

$149.99
134.99
111.99
104.99
89.99

$414.99

580.00

POLES

$10999
89.99

BINDINGS

j -e. I alit

Admission to the meet i
free for students, 50c for
children under 12 and S1.50.
for adults.

20630 VALLEY GREEN DR. CUPERTINO 255-6665 or 255-6162

ALU Glass Package
GLM Glass Package

Bring Copy Of This Ad And

DC-Berkeley is a five time:
Pacific -Eight
conference:
champion as well as the 1967:
NCAA university champion.:
Cal Slate-Northridge is a two
time NCAA college division’
champion and recently.
defeated powerful California.
State-Fullerton.

78 Volley FoirSon Jo/..248-4171
365 Son Rnton;o Rd. Mt.View941-3600

Donnell Jackson

PACKAGES

STAR
MOTORS

TODAY
GYMNASTICS. 7-.31) pen SISU (lel
Stale Northridge in i he Sparten Gym.
Admtssion is no tn eiudente. 31.50
general.
WRESTLING, 7:30 p.m. S1 BU CSU
Fresno at I. nano
SATURDAY
VARSITY BASKETBALL, SISLI v. has
Diego State University et 8115 p.m. In
San Diego.
IUDO, 1 p.m. The Pactitc Northwest
.AAll Invitational in Seattle.
BASEBALL, p.rn. V.,rty v i he Ala/Tin, ma doubleheader at the PAL etadium.
SISU v.GBIALos
WRE811,ING.7.30
Angeles, iii the Spartan Gym.

"We are privileged to have.
both these fine teams compete:
against us." said SJSU coach:
Rea Anders.

and wallpaper co.

Strato 1 8 11

Bruce
Springsteen

Sports guide

son

SAN MARCO

AND

Both teams open,: ,o
variations of the zone defense
but 1.0S, because of their
superior height, was able to
move the ball inside to score
easy baskets against the
Spartans. The loss finished
SIS1 is hopes of a conference
title, dropping the Spartans to
an even 4-4 record while LBS,
leading the PCAA. improved
7- I
its record

Tuning-up for the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
finals. the San Jose State
University gymnastic team
play host to DC-Berkeley and
California State-Northridge
tonight at 7:30. The meet will
be in Spartan Gym.

Ifs time to stock up on art supplies and here’s the place to do
it. We’ve gota full line of brushes,
oil and mitercolors,sketch pads.
easels -- everything you’ll need to help chalk up
an impressive record this year. Drop in to the onestop "back-to-art-school" shop this week and
browse around

Cosmos

SPECIAL GUEST

powers

ART
MATERIALS

Fiberjet
’Speed Freak"
Polyiet STD

Freddie King

SANTA CLARA

.i). I
Spathilis
leading scorer was Johnnie
Skinner with 19. Don Orndorlf
totaled 13.
The Spartans were really
never an the contest. Long
Beach State center Nate
Stephens threw in three quick
buckets to open the game and
SJSU had to play catch-up
alter the first minute of play.
The compound the Spartans
agony, starters Orndorff and
Eric Saulny picked up three
fouls mid way through the half
while Pondexter was coming
off the bench to score 15 first
half points to push the 49ers to
a very comfortable 56-35 halftime margin.

By RAY MORRISON
LONG BEACH -The Long
University,
Beach State
scoring 61 points in the second
hall, annihilated San lose
State University’s basketball
team last night. 117-75.
The 117 points represents
the most points ever scored
against a Spartan team.
-rhey outplayed us in every
phase of the game,- moaned
coach Ivan Guevara after the
contest. "(’hey certainly
deserved to win."
The 49ers were led by Roscoe Pondexter, a reserve
who scored 24
lorward,
points. All-American Ed
Kellett added 18 as did

Jackson’s No.1
he’s going to be an AllAmerican."
"Most heavyweights are cry
babies; they depend on their
weight to win. In a match I
overestimate my opponent, it
helps me mentally." said
Jackson. "Sometimes though. I
overestimate him too much
and it prevents me from
beating him earlier than I
should in a match."
"I don’t start getting mentally prepared until about five
minutes before my match. If
you start preparing mentally
two or three days before a match, there is a tendency for it to
have a draining effect on you."
stated Jackson.
If Jackson does make it to
the NCAA finals, he will (in all
probability) have to faceChris
Taylor,
the 406 pound
behemoth Olympian from
Iowa. "I haven’t talked about
Taylor formally with the
coach, but we have discussed
it a little bit," commented
Jackson. "I’ve got to be careful
to avoid his weight, and at the
same time, be aggressive."
"I don’t see how 400 pounds
can be in that good of shape,"
said Kerr, "Don will have to be
careful not to make any mistakes, and give Taylor an advantage. Right now though. Kerr feels
his toughest opponent will be
the heavyweight
wrestler
from Long Beach State
University. Jackson has faced
him only once, and beaten him
in a meet at the Naval Training
Center in San Diego two weeks
ago.
His only two losses have
been to the heavyweight wrestler from Southern Oregon in
the Doc Peterson Invitational
meet, and the heavyweight
from UCLA in the finals at the
Naval Training Center. The
loss in the Doc Peterson Invitational he avenged by
beating that same opponent in
a meet with Southern Oregon,
Oregon Tech, and Chico State
Unive,stity on Jan. 19 and 20.
"I’m mostly concerned with
being in shape," said Jackson.
"Don has a fantastic weight
lifting program going for
himself, he’s in great shape.
And you’ve got to remember he
got a late start because of his
back," said Kerr.
Donnell Jackson believes
that you can do anything, if
you work hard enough. Right
now he’s the No. 1 ranked
collegiate heavyweight wrestler -and he got a late start.

entertain

Long Beach annihilates
Spartan cagers,117-75

The secret: ’meanness’

By PAUL STEWART
If you ask Donnell Jackson
his formula for becoming the
No. 1 ranked collegiate
heavyweight wrestler in
California, he won’t answer:
A. A diet of soy bean yogurt.
B. Fat.
or. C. Meditating upon the
eternal cosmic turd.
He’ll matter-of-factly reply:
"I’m meaner than the rest of
t hem.Jackson, the 6-foot -4, 245pound heavyweight grappler
for San Jose State University,
is one of the main reasons the
Spartan. are co -favored
(along with Fresno State
University) to win the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
crown this year.
"Don is a fierce competitor,"
said coach Terry Kerr, "I’ve
been impressed with him."
Jackson’s season record is
currently 36-2-0 and, says
Kerr, "He should take the
PCAA heavyweight championship."
"Donnell has really emerged
as a team leader, and he’s a real
strong competitor," said Tim
Kerr. one of his fellow wrestlers. "I’ve seen him really improve over the last semester,"
he added.
"The coach has helped me by
planning a tougher schedule
for me. I’ve already wrestled
35 matches this year. as opposed to 15 all last season,"
stated Jackson, "He’s helped
me especially in refining my
wrestling technique."
Jackson prepped at Mt.
McGill High School in San
Diego before coming to SJSU
on a four year football
scholarship. "I chose San Jose
over other schools because
they would allow me to wrestle. as well as play football."
A alerting offensive tackle
for the Spartans, Jackson injured his back two seasons
ago, and red-shirted this year,
recovering from an operation
that fused a disc in his back.
The junior math major was
heavyweight
the
PCAA
division champion last year,
and went two rounds in the
National Collegiate Athletic
finals
before
Association
being defeated by the
from
wrestler
heavyweight
Oklahoma.
"I enjoy wrestling very
much. I feel that wrestling is
more my sport, because it’s
more individual. but I enjoy
football just as much," said
Jackson. Kerr added. "I feel

Gymnasts

Sports

Russians win
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$34.99
44.99
49.99
27.99

Tomic Ultra Llte
Tornic Dual Taper
Tomic Jet Grip
Dual Taper
Tonic Trl Color
Tomic Delos
Dual Taper
Scott "Purple
Scott ’Gold"

$10.00
15.00

S

699
10.99

17.00
18.00

12.99
14 99

25.00
20.00
25.00

18 99
16 99
19 99
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S. J. Airport adds new guards

to aid search for hijack suspects
ent federal
Reacting to o
government ruling to increase
airport security, San lose
Municipal Airport has hired
15 new guards.
C.H.
to
According
Speckman, operations
superintendent at San lose
Airport. these men will work
on the ground, searching
passengers who set oil the
detectors.
metal
airlines
Every passenger boarding a
Hight must pass through the
metal detecting device.

inspected
Poi yes and hand held
luggage are searched
separately. A pocket full of
loose coins can set off the
detector. It this happens.
security men will double
check to make sure the coins
alone are causing the detector
to react
Any surgically placed metal
within the body will set oft the
metal detector. In these cases.
according to Speckman, the
passenger would be subjected
begs

to an inspection with a handhelp detector. lithe metal pin
or plate is indeed within the
body (and in its designated
place) the passenger will be
allowed to hoard the plane.
Passengers approve
As to whet her these security
measures tend to frighten
away potential passengers.
Speckman said, "No effect
whatsoever. The passengers
are more relieved and most entoy the inspection. They feel
better when they recognize

Peace Corps
workshop set
Angus I. MacDonald.
prolessur ol industrial studies
at San lose State University.
has been selected to conduct a
workshop lor a new Peace
Corps intern teaching program
sponsored by live schools in
State
Calilornia
the
University and Colleges
system.
I lie program will enable
skilled
tourneymen.
tradesmen, community college
and industrial arts graduates,
and experienced trade skill
teachers to gain universitN
credit and two years teaching
experience overseas.
Objective of the Career
Ladder Intern Program is to
recruit and train more than
200 skilled trades volunteers
tram California or two years
ot Peace Corps service in
Micrunisia, Malaysia and
Tunisia.
Applicants who are
accepted will participate in
workshops
weekend
lour
beginning March 30. at
California State University.
Los Angeles. In -country
training in the three countries
including instruction in
language and cross-cultural
studies, will begin in luly.
Single males are preferred
by the three countries, but a
nionsInd ot upeninus

exist lur married couples and
lamilies with no more than
two dependent children.
Applicants must be at least
20 years old, in good health
and U.S. citizens. Applications, which should be
filed before Feb. 28, are
available Irom Peace Corps.
Room 2203, 100 McAllister St..
San Francisco.
Interns will receive an
readjustment
161.8(t0

Spa rtagalide
8150, CHESS CLUB Oili noi
nowtong
TEACHER CORPS will he recruiting
med.v
: -r,.
too ore net
in the student I, noun.
Si’KI 5 SPEARS will hold a meeting
’Ii,’ Student Ac.
Qi

I II F. DAY...For
in the
.

Jobs in
weather
research

in-country
an
allowance,
living allowance, free medical
care and transportation, and
48 days ol paid vacation
during the Iwo-year assignment.
Plans are now being completed for the granting of
university credit toward a
degree and a California
teaching
credential
lor
participation in the program,
according to a news bulletin.

This Tuesday’s discussion
Meteorology
the
in
Department’s Seminar Series
Op"Student
will be
portunities in Current
Department
Meteorology
Research."
Dr. Albert Miller chairman
of the department will be inlorming students of the jobopport unities, available to
students. These jobs have
been made possible by the
grants which have been
awarded to various faculty
members.
Most of the students who
are hired will be from the
Meteorology Department,
says Dr. Miller, but some outside people might be hired
also. The jobs which will be
discussed will be mainly for
the summer.
The talk will take place in
Room 615 of Duncan Hall. All
interested persons are
welcome to attend. Coffee and
cookies will be served before
the seminar at 3:15 p.m.

Summer work,
job interviews
t-col lose state Liu, et sit,t,
students interested in summer
work at the Calamingos Star C
Ranch in the Malibu Mountains, or with the San Francisco Bay Area Girl Scouts
may sign up starting Tuesday.
Feb. 20 tor job interviews.
The sign-ups will be held in
the Student Employment t ice, Building AA on Ninth
Street between 9 a.m. and 5
p.m.
A representative from the
ranch will beat SISU Wednesday. March 7 to screen applicants or positions in arts
tinil ci ans. hiorsrlodi I. riding,

LI has4A LH, 12
Ftl h DAY.- Who
i
it. SI ill.keidr sergeant in
"From Here in Eternity"! Whet Dim
holds the record lor winning 4 Academy
Award nominations:.
HISTORICAL QUIZ OF THE
DAY ...Who was Millard
Who
lOIN Richard No1,011 5 19611111111-1111M millet
ii tict Latin American thctalor was
n as "Papa Dor 1’

HIP

guiii ding,

these precautions are being
taken. It puts their minds at
ease. security
The additional
personnel were supposed to
have been on the job Feb. Ii. A
court injunction extended this
dale one week, because many
airports needed more time to
do the hiring and training. ’the
security guards will be on
duty Feb. 15.
Speckman stated that San
Jose was ready to go Feb. 6.
Their guards were given 40
hours of training in screening
procedures.
The airport will be paying
lor all additional costs
resulting from the hiring. The
metal detectors belong to the
airlines, some of them loaned
by the government.

swiMMing

instruction
and
camp
counseling.
Those seeking the swimming instructor position are
required to have completed a
Water
Safely
Instruction
Course.
Interviews for Girl Scout
jobs as camp counselors,
waterlront
and riding
specialists,
and
business
managers will be conducted
Tuesday, March 6.

’Charter flights a specialty

Travel benefits students’

r.
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Also deposit will guarantee
a person a place on a charter.
Final payment is not required
until 60 days before flight.
(Charters are organized so
that members of only one
group fly together.)
Student Services West can
issue hostel passes from its oflices. Hostels are chartered by
the National Headquarters of
American Youth Hostels. Inc.
It’s a non-profit organization
run by houseparents with
membership open to all.

Vincent Canby of the New York To rneS Says

"THE BEST AND THE MOST ORIGINAL
AMERICAN COMEDY OF 1972.
As startling in its way
as was ’The Graduate:"
"One of the
year’s best
films’?

"The funniest
film of the
year!’

-Newsweek
-New Yorker
-No Times

"Best
supporting
actress,
Jeannie
Berlin:’

"Best
supporting
actor,
Eddie
Albert!’

Stanti
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Spartan Travel Mart
in the College Union

0 ACK
WAITS
MIS
i MUM

The Heartbreak
led
:
Ari

287 2070

P CYSTS

K

rend’,

AMERICAN DERMATOLOGY CLIN!CS’ HEALTH SERVICE
L.A. City
I. A. County: :31 1420
Orme Courtly- 540.68115
714-5000
5203 Lakewood Blvd.
17612 Beach Bled.
Hunilngton Beach 92641
LaAisead 90112
Send 10c for eorls selection Icor moilorg & 1,, (0 . g
sT
NAME
ADDRESS
(street)

to Europe.
Student Services West
schedules its charter flights up
to a year in advance. Persons
may cancel their charters no
later than six months before
take-oll. Anytime alter six
months, they have to pay a
penalty fee of 10 percent of the
total airfare.

See Us

HAIR TRANSPLANTATION

. mail TRAPOPtANTAIION
NAIR REMOVAL
CONTACT GU MAIMS
MVO
L Humus INFIC, it’ll
L RIKTN MARKS

student can get everything
except his shuts and passport.
-We’ve taken the light out of
preparing for travel,- said
Steve Lieurance. president.
The organization does not
handle individual thigh’s. It
handles only charters within
the U.S. or those going
overseas.
"The key thing is to find the
best possible way to travel
that’s also inexpensive," said
Lieurance. There are three
travel possibilities:
Charter, which costs
about $289 round trip to
Europe, and leaves and
returns at a specific time.
Youth fare, which is about
$350-1370 round trip to
Europe. The individual can
leave and return when they
desire.
By ship, which costs the
student about $240 round trip

FLY WHO?

HAIR & SKIN PROBLEMS
FREE MEDICAL FACTS

space on a charter flight at
least three months in advance.
A 250 deposit will reserve a
space, and the final payment
doesn’t have to be made until
two months before the flight.
"All travel agencies give the
same flight prices," Mrs.
Wartenbergh said. An agency
can’t give discounts on air
bares, for they are determined
by the government. However.
airlines oiler youth tares to
lull time students under 22
Hying in the U.S., and under 26
flying to Europe.
Spartan ’travel Mart has
been located in the Student
Union since December. 1971.
Its bid tor space in the Student
Union was accepted in April
1971 by the Collge Board of
Governors.
A few months earlier.
Student Services West applied
for a lease to space in the
Student Union. The board
could not approve the lease
because legally it had to put it
up for bid. The board sent out
bids to 12 travel agencies.
Only
two replied-Travel
Mart (now Spartan Travel
Mart) and Student Services
West.
Spartan Travel Mart does
not charge service fees. Like
all travel organizations. they
receive a commission from the
airlines when they sell tickets.
Student Services West, Inc.,
another travel organization,
has a lew more services to
offer. It’s located at 235 E.
Santa Clara, and has 22 offices
California.
throughout
Student Services West is a
student
non-profit,
run
organization, and is not a
licensed travel agency.
Student Services West
caters solely lost udents, staff,
faculty members, and their
immediate
family,
specializing in overseas
charter blights. In one stop the

ly DEBRA HURT
Spartan Travel Mart and
Student Services West, Inc.,
are the only two travel
organizations in Santa Clara
County that cater mainly to
students.
Mart,
Travel
Spartan
located on the lower level of
the Student Union, is a
licensed travel agency, with
six oblices throughout
California. Although it caters
to students, stall. faculty and
their immediate family, it is
also open to t he general public.
"A travel agency is a
representative ol all the
tour
and
airlines
organizations there are," said
Mary Wartenbergh, manager
of Spartan Travel Mart. The
agency sells airline tickets for
any airline, and specializes in
charter blights.
"Allinity charters." as the
agency calls them, allows
members of a particular group.
for example San lose State
University students, to fly
together.
The Travel Mart charges no
membership lees for its
charter flights. A charter
member can fly round trip to
Europe for approximately
$289, as compared to the
regular student fare of about
$345 (prices subject to change
in Aprill. The agency can also
arrange individual flights.
special student tours, car rentals..and reservations.
-Many agencies aren’t
interested in charter flights
because they involve a lot ol
Mrs.
said
work,"
Wartenbergh. An agency has
to charter a plane well in advance ol the actual Bight. They
then buy large blocks of seats
at one time which are given to
them at a discount by the
airlines.
Mrs. Wartenbergh advises
that an individual obtain a
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
"J088 IN ALASKA" awniabie now This
hand000k covers all fields summer and
career opportunities Plan YOUR adventureo 5300 JIA, Box 1565 Anchorage AK
99510
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1916
Food Supplements (Instant Protein.
Vita C. Vile E. Calcium etc i
Home Cleaners (Basic H. L. etc.)
Beauty Aids 1Proteanized Shompoo eic I
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Roans
No Pressure
Oct incentives are ample
Every distributor has eateries goals &
thliment sooroschss The fact that our
natural products reeky ere the finest is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
Theta figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please metre comparisons
We will ask you to do. httle research
before we let you sponsor m
JOHN & MARY
466 SO 5th 52
297-3866
TWO GREAT VOICES-Bantone John
Tyers I formerly or Broadwity and now a
music instructor at 5Jcc) end Soprano
Claudia Cummings 11972 debuts with SF
Fail Opera and at Carnegie Hell) star in
S.) Music Theatre 5Th. Sound Of Music
Montgomery Theatre Fri & Set notes 930
Feb 21nru 17 $3 50 gen $2 50 with SB
card Additional 53/ on with this ad Buy
at door or come by 205 San Fernando
STUDENT RATES FRIDAY NIGHTS
ONLY
GUYS AND GALS!
college-age BALLET class at
Join
Eufrens School ot Ballet Basic lechnoWO. for beginning dancers Small
Owes-individual atiention Beverly
holm,. Grant. Director 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM ON A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 pm 277-3181
LIFE SCHOOL A NON-GRADED
ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL FOR AGES 5 to
13 We need volunteers. supplies, parents
9913-1546. 654 S 2nd St San
A kids
Jose 95112

USE music Wary Fri I Sat featuring
the GINGERS 9-1 m Spartan Hones
4th 4 San Corlos
JOSH IS COMING,
JOSH IS COMING,
JOSH IS COMING,
FRIDAY CLICKS NO MOVIE THIS
WEEK ENJOY YOUR WEEKEND NEST
WEEK FEBRUARY 23 "STRAW DOGS"
5011
DON’T MN JOSH
Nest Time I Wed

AUTOMOTIVE

’35 TRIUMPH HERALD 1200 cc.
Convertible A classic In top CondillOn.
$775 No reasonable offer refused. 22E1387

15 FT. BOAT. New paint, glass over
wood, heavy duty trader. controls 7. HP
motor 5300/offer 226-1387

2 SORIA. APTS, torrent. 5180 turn .5155
unfurn 576 S 5th St Call 293-4787. See
mgr
08 or asst Mgr on 94.

SKI BOOTS Ilm Humanic Plestic-leath,
565. 655 South Stir St. Upper front

$40 AND UP, nice comfortable. gale?
rooms downtown, kit. env.. 293-3910.156
N 5th St

70’1. KAWA. 350 Bighorn. has* 1971 improvements Excellent cond $500 Call
365-5800 Redwood City

CANDLE ART
Special. 11 IPS wax II 50 professional
1536
whole-sale prices
supplies.
Camden Aye. near Bascom 377.9361

’70 EL CAMINO Take over payments Call
Frank Ruiz 289-9377

’51 CHEVY 14 TON P.U. 4 sp runs good
$400 244-3154

movers FINAL BATTLE
Hear Josh Toes note 7:30 in CU
Ballroom
11110PELKADETTL&35 thou nu Clean.
good condition, good twee great
economy 257-5825
15179W BEST OFFER 227-5897
70 KAWA 350 Bighorn, has No. 1971 improvements Excellent cond. UM Call
365-5800 Redwood City.
’51 CHEVY- Ton P1.) 4 sp runs good
5400 244-3154

FOR SALE
THE LOST FLEA MARKET, 50 variety
shops--1940 S let St Ph 293-2323
Open We thru Sun #430 & 9-530 Free
parking A admission Thousands of
useful items entiques & C011actables
LARGE ONYX CHESS tam for sale
from Mexico Venous colors 650se4. Call
Toot 267-8927 after 6 p m
CAMERA MINOLTA IIRT-1111 with t4
ions *case New condition $145 Call 9989963
IIILACKOTE Posvaass1 56 PATCHES
759 SUP. INCENSE 262911, PIPES $1.00
& UP. RADIOS $395 A UP. LEATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS 82200 & UP.
BLACKLITE, COMPLETE’ 16’ Ott 95.4
$2280 STROBE LIGHTS 51795, GAS
GLO BULB $395 INDIA PRINTS, FISH
NETTING Al 98 & UP T-SHIRTS 5200
EACH BROOKS 60 E San Fernando. 1
SIC from SJSU Phone 292-0409
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE, s different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks at price Best Sot-Fl
selection in Bay Area Records. too We
have the books you want need & best
prices in town Yes. we buy flo trade book.
A records RECYCLE 235 So tat Si 21166275.
COUPLETS MANUA C-330 system antra lenses ORA sccenories. 1 year old.
Save 5400 227-1000
SAM THIS AO, Wore you pUrChaera
Welly stere0 SOU, Mail check vrius for
doscounl prices to WS students (on all
your memo We pummels the lowest
prima In the Eery Area on such nemeses
South. Pioneer. Morelli, ’rein, Dual.
etc Call aster weekly specials tool 2925583 or 262-2026
HOUSE TRAIOIR tor sale $000. 217017
1951 Good condition Cell 57114159 or
leave message at 226-5109

HELP WANTED
MOTHERS HELPER : T-TH 1:30-600 p.m.
Boys 4 & 5 yrs. Own trans Lanai Apts.
Tully at 101. SI 75 hr, 251-5045 anytime.
2 PRESCHOOL TEACHERS needed Experience rag One to work 9-1p m. &one.
1-6 Pm daily: also. COOK 11-1 p.m.
daily, home eo courses reg. 225-4820.
KAMPUS
PRESKINDERGARTEN
CHOOL
PENINSULA FAMILY wants responsible
student husband and wife to be summer
Caretakers at mounten camp on
beautiful lake in High &MM. Duties will
be light: ample time for hiking. Posting,
swimming. fishing. reeding. $100 per
month plus room, board. transportetion.
Camping experience. car. references re.
quires Send letter and snapshot to Post
Office Box 2476. Menlo Park. CA 94025
for prompt response
PERSON NEEDED to work in ceramic
Shop. pouring plaster molds Hrs. 9-1. but
flexible Cell Lox 084-4688
FIGURE MODEUNG position Light but
Derroull work tor persons of good
character. Must be physically perfect $.5
to 575/hr Perlodoc Box 1365, Mt. Vie*,
JOSH IS COMINGI
JOSH IS COMINGI
JOSH
COMINGI
DON’T MISS JOSH
Next Tue.Wad
GARDENER-HANDYMAN, to work 3
hours every Sunday mom at S2 hr Apply
815 Waist San Fmnsndo Near Sand St.

HOUSING
LIM 1 Isir apt. 8130 .1w Carpets Swim
Pool Recreation Room (Summer Rates)
Call 251-4817
IVY HALL Rooms with kite Clean, quiet,
well managed 279 E San Fernando St
across from Admin Bldg 253-1152.21139814.514. 264-6472
LA DONNA APTS.
1 I 2 bedroom opts fum unhurt, Wig
new carpels 11120 ChM atmosphere near
the campus 385 S 4th St Call Ben 2888383 or John 356-5706
FOR RENT: Furnished room with kitchen
privileges No utilities wassonabt East
S J . 9514-4505 or 2594301. Jean
HOUSE FOR RENT. 2 bdrins turn Need
4 girls Wee/rem W&G pd EMS ells St
Call aft 430p m 297-6309 or No mgr. at
St i
6148

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE. 3
Chinese girls want "quiet" person. Super
Apt
on campus, Feb free rent,
$47 50/mo. See 413 S. 9th St. E5. 297E1295

HOUSE FOR RENT: 3 bdrrn.. 1 both, 2
bills from campus $330 per mo. until
June 241-4730
SO. woth pot bath A kit. prov. Quiet. 5 blks.
to SJS Non-smoker only 575/mo. 2873125 (TOMI11911 best)
ROOMMATE - Female, upper division.
own room in large house w/yard near
campus $70/meCall 287-9422
FRIDAY FLICKS, NO MOVIE THIS
WEEK. ENJOY YOUR WEEKEND. NEXT
WEEK FEBRUARY 23 "STRAW DOGS"
505
DUPLEX. Newly remodeled S90. 1
bedroom. Move In now or March 1st 241)3023. 739-5479.
ROOM FOR FEMALE in furnished house
$50 Rooms avail now Larger room $85
by Feb 18363$ 11th St 246-3023, 27513454
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great atmold service. color
moaphere linen
T V , Kitchen priv , tile showers. parking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
$89 to 589/mo. 295-9504 or 293-6345
UNIVERSITY CLUB-Co-ed. Beautiful
house. fireplece, grand piano, color TV.,
recrietion room, kit, farts. maid 10101.1,
perking. ccurtyard. Includes Continental
brawn,. From $70/ino. 202 So 11th
293-7374
3 DORM APT. furn $215/mo No lame
399S 12th St Call 2915-1807
ROOMMATE WANTED. S46/mo. Clean,
quiet, 2 bdrm apt 641S 11th apt 1.2576757 Very reasonable No
LARGE 213 BR., 2 be AEK. carpets, off
st park poo1.4 blks to campus Study atmosphere 4705. 11th St 1 287-7500
CLEAN. comlorlable 1 !Arm apt turn
St $130/month. Ca11289-7474
633 S
or 294-7332

LARGE 1 A 2 bdrm apts fum/unfum.
New carpets No kids/pets 206-2006 253

FEMALE NEEDED lo scour apt with
another Also male to share apt with
some $65, mo See mgr ..5601 So 5th St.
295-0890
WORKING GIRL NEEDS roommate for
Maul. spacious apt nr. Pruneyard. 2
bdrm. 1’h bath all Wit Incl.. many exams.
Coll Julie at 371-9009 eft 5:30 PM.

LARGE, CLEAN, FURNISHED 2 bdrm.
ASK, parking. Indry. Quiet study atmosphere. $220. 643 S 8th St. 61 294.749.
LOS 1 SO. New shags, turn. mod. W/O
pd 293-7796. 751 S. 2nd Si.
FROM $115/me. New rooms across the
campus Kit env . 0111 pd. Men at 99 S.
5th, women 278 $ 10th St Many extras
that must be seen Open daily tor inspection Cali 295-8514. 295-8526 or 2879565

595 BREAKFAST1
2 eggs 2 bacons (or hash browns/ &
English muffin Others evadable
XEROXING!
Same pnce as campus copy
GREEN POTTED PLANTSI
594 up Football, gentian. tapestries A
lots more, Opening March 1st (maybe
sooner) 475 E San Carlos (next to Dirty
Den’s Leundramett
PLUM
A GORILLA SPECIAL!
Buy discount card for $3 00 and you get
15% OFF,
unlimited use, good till June 30 Card
may be purchased IN. week only From
the gorilla standing in front of Me union
on 8th St Limited amount of cards
available. first come-first served
TYPING, EDITING, FAST. ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER, CALL 244-6444 AFTER 530
MARY EIRYNER

S lines

QUIET ACTS FOR RENT 1 bdrrn-6110. 2
bdon-6130 3 bdrm-8150 Debra Be Apt,.
626 So. tOth St

lines
y add.
lionel line
AAA

FURNISHED one-bedroom apts torrent
3145 per month & sec dept 406 So. 5111
St Inquire apt 16 or 294-5270

TYPIST-FAST, Accurate Can editMaster’s etc Near SJCC Mrs Miamian
298-4104
PRIVATE CLASSES in WEAVING.
MACRAME, SPINNING. NATURAL
DYEING & BATIK Credentoaled junior
college instructor Reasonable prices
968-6750
BICYCLE REPAIR-Minor 8 Major Done
close to campus Very rsesonsbkt rotes.
Phone 249-3461 or 295-0007
DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
(415(965.1158

CARPORT for rent by the month scrolls
from Duncan Science Bldg. 387 So. 4th
St. Apt 13.
CHILD CARE - playgroup. M.W.F. 2-3
yr. olds. Certificated teacher Multicultural home 63. day or 504 hr. 266-5063.

PERSONALS
LEARN TO DRIVE
Learn in 2 weeks with a state licensed
instructor & duel control safety Free pickup on campus or home Telephone for
info or appt 2S3-0172 Easy Method Driving School
FRIDAY FLICKS NO MOVIE THIS
WEEK ENJOY YOUR WEEKEND, NEXT
WEEK FEBRUARY 23 STRAW Dons"
504

Classified Rates
Ter,
Jay,

Three
days

Four’
days

Ere h add,
day. banal day
250

35
.35
.35
25

200

225

240

200
230
300

250
300
350

275
325
375

290
340
390

300
350
400

50

SO

So

SO

50

mango: Female roommate 21 for
defuse. safe apt with view. Have your
from campus MD.
own room bath. 4
296-2406

PHOTOGRAPHY
Passports -64.
Weddings -525.
Commercial PR Journalistic. Call 27505913. Color A 13W.

CARPORT FOR RENT by the month
across from Duncan Science Bldg. 367
So. 4th Si. Apt. 09

SERVICES

E Rood St crnr of 7th.

ANYONE born on or around Apfll 18,
1953. preferably April 18. Contact Jerry.
226-7801

287-4355

TWO FEMALE roommates needed to
share large 2 bdrm apt. with 2 others. $40
ee. 0111 waiking distance to campus.
292-7638

lines

TYPING

North 3rd St.. Apt .823

I TEACH JAZZ DANCE on Mondays 330
for inter and 4.30 for begin Call Janet
Benson at 854-6731 (415) or 293-1930 for
into,

HISTORY’S FINAL BATTLE
Hear Josh Tues. note 730 In CU.
Ballroom

3 lines

BE A FRIEND to handicapped man. Live
IMO in attractive Morn. Girls over 18
please call 298-2306 aft. 5.

60

STUDIO’S $50 Men Only 620 S. 3rd St

One
day
$1 50

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract
Free del Free evince Call Etch.,2512598

M.ntrnum

kip 11111001
NOtter al
MO MI foams

FOUND: 6 mo male German Shepherd.
Tan and brown Lost on campus, Tues.
Feb 6 Call 289-8875
LOST: Set of keys 1-5-73 blwn 2nd A 1001
Ste When found call 277-8759 after 3:20
p.m.
FOUND Tues, Jan 30 small male Lab-mbi
black. Vicinity 011th A San Carlos. 2778419.

TRANSPORTATION
EXPERIENCE EUROPE 4 to 10 siths fm
$220. Join Our minibus loaded with guys
and gals from 7 English speaking countries. Camp & communicate with
Europeans. See Russia-Scan-GreeceTurkey & more. Send lor brochure: Going
Places-SD 422S. Western L A Celli Tel
385-0012.

FOUND: Brown male puppy 9 weeks No
ID Found at Big Dipper Sandwich Shot,
Call 263-6179 evenings.
LOST: 10 wk. Isle & brown male Germ.
Shop. Dob. pup. Sun. Feb. 11 In area of
new SJ Community Theatre 296-2286 or
241-8361 Reward.

EASTER CHARTERS TO MEXICO
9 days, 6 nights, incl round trip air lees,
Isrnel, all transfers plus extras.
Mazatlan - $199
Puerto Valletta - 5229
Acapulco - $299
For into . contact Richard 274-4813 latter
5 p.m )

"LITTLE" IS LOST: Shaggy tan-colored
one year old mole mixed poodle & terrier
Missing since 2/6 near SJS Call 2949410

ATHENS MSC N.Y. 895 One-way ticket
on Pan-Am 747 Jumbo. Fly any cloy until
March 13. Pam-Am has daily flights-this
is not charter No risk. 267-9228.

LOST: Gold Andh w/gold chain, been.
PC, bldg In front of chapel Lost Feb. 12
Reword call 262-6304

CHANTS!, FUGHTS. Complete domesContact
ticAnternatIonal programs
Craig. Student Senecas West, Inc 235E
Santa Clara, 0710, 287-6301
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $387
inclusive London departures Small,
intamellonal group camping travel Ages
15-30. Also Europe, Africa. India, 3-11
wks. Write: Whole Earth Travel. Ltd . Box
1497. K.C., Mo. 84141
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Flights Intemstional, call campus rap Barbara Nevin., 286-1196.

LOST.Turguoise & silver necklace on
campus. Reward 335-9083 Lease mem
Sage

LOST: Otis, Black Lab mix w/whlte chest
A grey muzzle Cell 294-13220

Find What You
Need In The
Spartan Daily

EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping lours
throughout Einem Russia and Mexico
OffIcnal SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights, including Middle
East, and Far East CONTACT ISCA
11887 San Vicente Blvd 114 L A Calif
90049 TEL 12131 826.5889, 826-0955
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